Built for mission-critical applications and enterprise governance, SkySQL augments automation with the human expertise and experience needed to support and manage mission-critical deployments in the cloud—whether it’s a single development database or thousands of production databases. SkySQL can deploy databases or data warehouses optimized for fast transactions, interactive analytics, or smart transactions (standard transactions enriched with real-time analytical queries). Plus, SkySQL can deploy MariaDB Enterprise as a distributed SQL database with Xpand technology to support applications requiring elasticity, read/write scalability and zero downtime—without sacrificing ACID transactions, strong consistency, ANSI SQL and standard database drivers (e.g., JDBC/ODBC).

**SkySQL was built to serve both the technical and business needs of enterprises running in the cloud—something other database services continue to fall short of.**

**LAUNCHING MARIA DB SKYSQL THROUGH THE AWS MARKETPLACE PROVIDES MANY ADVANTAGES:**

- **Flexible consumption and contract models**
  - Deploy SkySQL as a managed DBaaS anywhere.
  - Take advantage of public and private offers.
  - Deploy easily and securely.

- **Consolidated billing**
  - Leverage existing purchase agreements.
  - Integrate billing through Amazon rather than establishing a new vendor.
  - Reference one dashboard for all AWS costs, including SkySQL.

- **Reduction in AWS Committed Spend (EDP)**
  - Use already committed AWS spend by purchasing MariaDB SkySQL on AWS Marketplace.
  - Avoid having to identify additional budget if your committed spend is not yet utilized.

**Check out** [MariaDB SkySQL on AWS Marketplace](https://aws.amazon.com/mariadb/) **today.**

For custom pricing, the EULA or a private offer, please contact [marketplace@mariadb.com](mailto:marketplace@mariadb.com).